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Electronic Games
Do you consider yourself a gamer? A good electronic game is like 
a whole world to explore, full of secrets and surprises. But do 
you know how these worlds have grown and evolved in the past 
few decades? Even if you’ve mastered Minecraft and found all 
the Pokémon, you can still discover plenty of secrets about the 
history of electronic games.  

First, go to www.worldbookonline.com
Then, click on “Advanced.” If prompted, log on with  

your ID and Password.

Find  It! 

Use the World Book search tool to find the answers to the questions below. Since this activity is about elec-
tronic games, it is recommended you start by searching the key words “electronic games.” Write the answer 
below each question. Don’t be afraid to keep on searching for other key words! You’ll find even more secrets 
that way.

1. Electronic games differ from other kinds of media because they are _________, meaning the player 
takes part in and helps guide the action.

2. The player’s choices and the game’s responses combine to create an experience called _________. 

3. A _________ manages the overall development of the game, coordinating the activities of the other 
team members. A _________   _________ create the rules of the game.

4. Flat graphics are called _______-_________. Graphics with depth are _______-_________. 

5. In a _______-_________ game, the player’s character acts as the game’s camera.

True or False
On the lines below, write T if the answer is True or F if the answer is False.

______ 6. The rules of an electronic game are contained in lines of computer code. 

______7. Video game consoles are usually controlled with a keyboard and mouse. 

______8. New video game consoles usually come out about once every ten years. 

 World Book Advanced Database

*Users of the Advanced database can find extension activities at the end of this webquest.
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 ______9. To play the latest games for personal computers, players often must keep their machines’  
  graphics capabilities up-to-date.

______10.  Handheld systems are usually less powerful and feature simpler games than consoles and  
  personal computers.

Timeline
As technology evolves, so does the way people interact with electronic games. Name each game, based on its 
description.

 11.  This 1972 arcade game, based on table tennis, helped launched the first major video game  
  company, Atari. 

 12.  This 1986 Nintendo game was the first in which players could save their progress, connecting  
  multiple game sessions into an epic quest.

 13.  This 1992 fighting game was so violent and gory that it led to the establishment of the  
  Entertainment Software Rating Board. 

 14.  This 1996 game reimagined a heroic plumber’s adventures in three dimensions. It made use of  
  the new Nintendo 64 console’s unique controller for three-dimensional play. 

 15.  This 1997 fantasy game used the large storage capacity of CD-ROM’s to create an almost  
  movielike experience, helping the PlayStation become a popular brand.

 16.  This 2000 game let players build virtual neighborhoods, guiding the day-to-day lives of their  
  inhabitants. Players could create their own content and share it with others over the Internet.

 17.  This action-packed 2001 science fiction game let players compete over a computer network,  
  helping Microsoft’s XBox console become popular.

 18.  This 2007 game used innovative controllers shaped like guitars and drum sets, enabling gamers  
  to play along with popular rock songs to scrolling notes on-screen. 
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Match It!
World Book has a number of articles on important video games series and game designers.  
Use the search feature to look up additional articles and match the list of designers to their games.  
(Hint: You may search for either the designer’s or the game’s article in World Book!) 

Designers:

_______19. Shigeru Miyamoto

_______20. Will Wright

_______21. Hironobu Sakaguchi

_______22. Sid Meier

_______23. Satoshi Tajiri

_______24. Steve Russell

_______25. Markus Persson

Games:

A. Spacewar!

B. Railroad Tycoon

C. Pokémon

D. SimCity

E. Donkey Kong

F. Minecraft

G. Final Fantasy

 26.  A. What is an MMORPG? 

         B.  Name three important examples of MMORPG’s, including the year they came out.  
   (Hint: For this question see the “MMORPG” article.)

 27.  Name two games that are popular amongst electronic sports players, including the year  
  they came out. (Hint: For this question see the “electronic sports” article.)

 28.  The first video game console was the Magnavox Odyssey, released in 1972.  
  What was the original name of this machine, and who developed it?  
  (Hint: For this question use the keyword “Magnavox” and read the articles.)

 29.  In the early 2000’s, three video game series played central roles in expanding games’  
  appeal for older players.  What were these three series? (Hint: For this question return to  
  the “electronic games” article.)
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 30.  Beginning in the mid-2000’s, many popular games featured lifelike graphics, music from  
  acclaimed composers, and voices from famous actors. Name two ways that game companies   
  dealt with the increasing cost of making such games. (Hint: For this question see the  
  “electronic games” article.)

 31.  How have Nintendo’s Wii consoles—the original Wii (2006) and the Wii U (2012)—differed   
  from Microsoft’s and Sony’s rival consoles?

 32.  Describe two ways that electronic games can benefit people. 

 33.  Describe two controversial issues facing the electronic game industry.  

Extension Activity 1:  Design your game!

Imagine that you’re a game designer, and you’ve been hired to create the next big game for gamers 
your age. Create a product concept that describes your new game and all of its features.  Your concept 
will describe what your game does and what makes it unique.

Make sure to include the following:

•	 Who is your target audience for your game?

•	 What is your game called? 

•	 What type of gameplay will it feature? 

•	 If you were inspired by existing games, describe what you liked about those other games.  

•	 What makes your game different than what’s already on the market?

•	 In your game, what is the player’s goal? 

•	 What challenges does the player have to overcome? 

•	 What kinds of graphics will your game have? 
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Use this space to draw some of the characters and settings in your game. 

Extension Activity 2:  Design your console!

Congratulations! Your game is so popular that a major company has hired you to design an  
entirely new video game console. Create a product concept that describes your new console and  
all of its features.  

•	 What will your console be called? 

•	 How will it differ from current video game systems? 

•	 Why do you think people would want to buy it? 

•	 What will your console look like? 

•	 How will players control games with it? 

Use this space to sketch out your ideas.




